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THE NEXT WAVE OF FEMINISM

“The Next Wave of Feminism” zine was a personal project. I wanted to make a zine 
based on the theme of respect. To represent this, I chose to focus on the topic of 
feminism. I  went  into  this  project  confident  in  my  feminist  beliefs,  but  
with  research  I  found that I had much to learn about what feminism means in the 
current societal landscape and the trajectory in which it’s evolving. This zine is 
a visual and written documentation of what I learned : feminism is not one size 
fits all. 

The copy and photos were derived from various sources credited in the zine.
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TERMINIX SAFETY FIRST BOX

While interning at Stone Ward I had the opportunity to work on Terminix’s “Safety 
First” campaign. Alongside Senior Art Director Casey Rolison, I helped design the 
Safety Box packaging and collateral materials. The goal for the designs was to 
generate enthusiasm and engagement amongst Terminix staff around the subject matter 
of safe practices.
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WHERE DID ALL THE F*CKING WEIRDOS GO?!

“Where Did All The F*cking Weirdos Go?!” is a personal project about music festival 
culture. One thing you’ll quickly find out about me is that one of my favorite 
hobbies is going to music festivals. I have drawn a lot of inspiration from this 
community and the experiences I have had at these events. I wanted to make a zine 
to showcase some of my favorite aspects of festival culture. The style of this zine 
is experimental, rebellious, and inviting which are all characteristics of  
festival culture. 

The copy and most of the photos used were derived from various sources as credited 
in the zine.
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UNITED WAY “GIVE WHERE YOU LIVE” LOGOS

I had the opportunity to work with a team of designers to create a set of logos for 
United Way’s “Give Where You Live” campaign. The campaign was meant to encourage 
donations to organizations that benefit families across Northeast Arkansas. Each 
county in Northeast Arkansas was given a unique logo that maintained United Way’s 
visual identity and fit together with the rest as a cohesive set.
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FIELDS MUSIC FESTIVAL LOGO & COLATERAL

FIELDS Music Festival was concept work. I wanted to create something that paid 
homage to one of my biggest artistic inspirations and hobbies - music festivals. I 
used a mix-matching approach to the design of this piece, re-appropriating elements 
from the logo in the design of each collateral item. The goal was to create a 
consistent visual identity while allowing each piece to have a personality of  
its own.
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SEAMLESS PATTERNS

This was a personal project. The goal was to make a set of intricate, seamless 
patterns using illustrator. I approached the design of these patterns as I would an 
experiment, using trial and error until I found something that worked well. I ended 
up being so happy with the end product that I decided to use the patterns to make 
phone cases!
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PAINTINGS

This piece is a set of personal work that I have done over a span of 5 years. 
Before I was a designer, I was a painter. Although my creative style has evolved 
over time, it has always been about communicating emotion through color and 
symbolic representation. Although painting is a medium of its own, my creative 
approach as a designer is heavily influenced by my process as a fine artist.
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Self Portrait

Oil on Canvas
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Rebirth of Venus

Oil on Canvas
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Vices

Oil on Canvas
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Soulmates

Acrylic on Canvas
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William Smiff Painting

Acrylic on Canvas
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Her and Herself

Acrylic on Canvas
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Face Mask

Oil on Canvas
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Untitled

Oil on Canvas



LITTLE RIDDLE TYPEFACE

The Little Riddle typeface was inspired by the Little Riddle Studios logomark. I 
designed this typeface to reflect the personality of my brand. The slanted style 
and rounded corners of this sans serif make it approachable and a bit edgy.

Download Little Riddle typeface.
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LITTLE RIDDLE

This was a personal project in every sense. I designed this zine to showcase 
different facets of my personality both visually and conceptually. Each spread 
features a different personality trait, characteristic, or interest of mine. 

The copy and most of the photos were derived from various sources as credited in 
the zine.
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